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We generated two tumorigenic cell lines from 

neurosphere cultures of rodent SVZ stem cells. 

These cell lines, termed R2303 and R2902, 

express stem cell markers (such as Nestin, 

CD133, Musashi-1 and Sox2) and can be 

differentiated into neuronal and glial 

phenotypes. However, expression of stem cell 

markers and proliferation continues when 

these cells are differentiated. Transplantation 

of R2303 cells into syngenic, 

immunocompetent rats demonstrated the 

potential to form malignant tumors. These 

tumors showed streak necrosis, invasion into 

surrounding brain parenchyma and expression 

of undifferentiated (Nestin) as well as 

neuronal (Map2) markers. Karyotyping 

revealed a high grade mosaicism and massive 

structural and numeric chromosomal 

aberrations. We identified the platelet-derived 

growth factor receptor alpha as potential 

candidate for the continued proliferation of 

R2303 and R2902 cells, as this receptor is not 

downregulated during differentiation and is 

also prominently expressed within tumors. 

Moreover, RNAi knockdown of the PDGF 

receptor alpha resulted in growth reduction of 

R2303 cells. These cell lines may provide a 

link between brain and cancer stem cells.  

 

Furthermore, rapid in vitro expansion of adult  

stem cells (e.g. for stem cell therapies) needs 

to be closely monitored for the occurrence of 

aberrant cell types. 

 


